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ABSTRACT

KHi-\.LIFE, JOSEPH T. Cancellation of Acoustic Reverberation Using Adaptive
Filters. (Under the direction of Dr. S. T. Alexander)

The hollow sound of speech is one of the main problems limiting the consumer accep
tance of the hands-free telephone (speakerphone). The hollow sound is the result of the
microphone picking up not only the speech coming directly from the talker but reflections
from walls, floor and furniture as well. The speech signal 3 (n) picked up by the micro
phone is the result of many reflections each of which contributes a waveform similar in
shape to the original speech signal x(n}. However, since all the waveforms are overlapping
it is extremely difficult to recover the original speech signal.

An adaptive filter based on the method of predictive deconvolution is derived and
used to remove the reverberation from reverberant speech signals. In order to improve
the performance of the dereverberation filter, the incorporation of a relatively simple
pitch tracker is investigated.

The two algorithms used to update the coefficients of the adaptive filter are the
Least Mean Squares algorithm (LNlS) and the Fast Transversal Filter algorithm (FTF).
The L~fS is one of the simplest algorithms; however, one disadvantage of the use of LMS
is its slow convergence time. The FTF algorithm overcomes the convergence problem but
requires more arithmetic computations.

As a metric of the degree of cancellation the signal to noise ratio of the processed
speech is computed and compared to that of the reverberant speech signal. Results of
computer simulations verify the ability of the proposed dereverberation filter to reduce
reverberation. The incorporation of a relatively simple pitch tracker slightly improved the
performance of the filter. Results also show that in stationary conditions more reverbera
tions were removed using the FTF filter. However, in nonstationary cases the FTF filter is
shown to be more subject to divergence than the Lj\tlS filter.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. General

In general. whenever a conversation takes place some kind of echo is generated.

Speech waves are reflected by floors, walls, furniture and other neighboring objects..-\150,

any electric impedance mismatch in the transmission channel causes the speech signal to

be reflected. If the energy of the reflected signal can return to the transrnit.ting point, it

will be added to, and interfere with any other signal being received there. For a speech

signal being reflected back to the talker, the effects depend on the strength of the

reflected signal and on the time delay. For a very short time delay the echo is not notice

able and the effect is the same as enhancement of the speech by the instantaneous echo

(sidetone); a somewhat longer delay produces a hollow sound of the sidetone, and a long

delay yields to distinct echoes which could be very annoying to the talker and could under

certain conditions completely disrupt the conversation.

1.2. Problem Description

The use of a simple hands-free telephone set (speakerphone) introduces some degra

dations not encountered with the handset usage. In the case of a handset telephone the

microphone and the speaker are so close to the head of the talker that performance is

largely independent of the surrounding conditions. However, with the speakerphone room

conditions can be a controling factor. When the microphone is at some distance from the

talker, the talker's speech reaches the microphone by several paths. One path is the direct

line from the talker to the microphone. In addition sound spreads out in the room and is
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reflected back to the microphone from walls, floor, furniture and other solid objects. The

listener at the other end is very conscious of the presence of reflections since they produce

a hollow effect commonly called reverberation. which is very much like talking in a barrel.

This hollow sound of speech is one of the main problems limiting the consumer acceptance

of the hands-free telephone. The speech signal picked up by the microphone is the result

of many speech reflections. each of which is very similar in waveform shape to the original

(nonreverberant) speech signal. However, since all the waveforms are overlapping, it is

extremely difficult to directly recover the original speech signal.

Several methods of reducing the effects of reverberation have previously been intro

duced. The amplitude of the reflections can be reduced by treating the room with sound

absorbing material. However, this is a very expensive and not very practical approach if

hands-free telephones are to be used in varying locations. A. completely different approach

is to remove the effects of reverberation by signal processing methods. Center clipping, a

process that removes signals of small amplitudes while leaving signals of large amplitudes

unaffected, has been used to remove echoes with long delays [1]. One disadvantage of the

center clipping method is that it results in harmonic distortions evident in the discontinui

ties of the clipped waveform. Early arriving echoes have been reduced or cancelled in

some cases by the use of t\VO or more microphones [2]. Since the microphones are at dif

ferent positions, nulls resulting from an early echo are at different frequencies. The out

puts of the microphones are combined in such 3. way as to reduce the effects of the fre

quency nulls. A different method of solving the reverberation problem is to to extract the

essential features of speech from the reverberant signal and from it reconstruct a non

reverberant signal [3J. Speech with no reverberation can be reconstructed using this

approach. although the speech is not yet of telephone quality.
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The object of the thesis is to present a new method of solving the reverberation

problem. The method of predictive deconvolution has been applied with great success for

the deconvolution of seismograms. An adaptive filter, based on the method of predictive

deconvolution, is derived and applied to reverberant speech signals in order to remove

reverberation. Two different adaptive algorithms are used to update the coefficients of

the adaptive filter. These are the least mean square (LMS) and the fast transversal filter

(FTF).

1.3. Thesis Organization

In the next chapter, a general explanation of the electric and acoustic echo genera

tion processes is presented. Several echo control methods are summarized.

Chapter 3 consists of the derivation of a mathematical model to simulate the acous

tic reverberation in a small room. The coupling between the talker and the rnicrophone is

discussed and modeled.

The derivation of an adaptive filter to cancel reverberation is presented in chapter 4.

The derivation is based on the method of predictive deconvolution. Also in this chapter

the incorporation of a pitch tracker is investigated.

Chapter ,j introduces the adaptive filtering techniques and summarizes the least

mean square and the fast transversal filter algorithms. It also explains the advantages and

disadvantages of the LMS algorithm over the FTF algorithm.

In chapter 6, computer simulations of the adaptive dereverberation filter are pro

vided. The L~fS and the FTF are the t\VQ adaptive algorithms used to update the filter

Coe ffi c ien ts,
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In chapter -; a cornpanson of the performance of' the L~fS and FTF algorithms in

cancelling reverberation is presented. Summary, conclusions and recommendations are

provided.
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Chapter 2

ECHO GENERATION AND CONTROL

This chapter describes the electric and the acoustic echo generation process. It also

presents several methods of controlling electric echoes as well as acoustic echoes caused by

the microphone/loudspeaker coupling.

2.1. Electrically Produced Echoes

We will refer to electric echoes as those echoes generated in telephone circuits due to

electrical impedance mismatches. Electric echoes with delays sufficiently long to disturb a

conversation are observed only on long-distance telephone connections. In a typical long

distance telephone circuit, every telephone set in a given geographical area is connected to

a central office by a two-wire line. This two-wire line, known as the customer's loop, is

used for communication in both directions, allowing considerable savings of wires and of

local switching equipment. For circuits longer than about 35 miles, a separate two-wire

path is necessary for each direction [4]. On all calls where such a separation of path is

necessary, a device, called the hybrid, is used to connect the two-wire local circuit to the

four-wire long-distance circuit. Ideally, a hybrid should pass all thesignal on the incoming

four-wire channel to the two-wire circuit, with no leakage into the outgoing four-wire

channel. However, isolating the two-wire receive signal from the four-wire transmit path

requires that the input impedance of the two-wire circuit be accurately matched by a

balancing impedance. Unfortunately, the two-wire input impedance cannot be known with

accuracy [5]. Typically, the hybrid is on the four-wire side of a switching office and can be

connected at different times to any of the customer lines served by that office. These lines

differ in lengths causing the input impedance to be highly variable. In most cases. there-
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fore, due to impedance mismatch, the "in" side is coupled to the "out" side of the hybrid,

thus giving rise to an echo.

2.2. Acoustic Echoes

Acoustic coupling and echoes give rise to a very annoying problem in teleconferenc

ing and in " hands-free" telephony. ~~ hands-free telephone set (speakerphone) contains a

microphone and an output transducer (loudspeaker). Speech coupled from the talker to

the microphone often produces a hollow and blurred sound commonly called reverbera

tion, which is as though the talker was "speaking in a barrel" [5J. This distortion results

from the microphone picking up not only the speech coming directly from the talker but

reflections from walls, floor and furniture as well. Room reverberation consists of a series

of echoes of the the original speech, delayed from a few milliseconds to several seconds.

Earliest echoes are single reflections while later echoes are multiple reflections of speech.

In a typical office, later reflections are attenuated by 60 dB after about one-third of a

second [6J. This time is known as reverberation time. ~-\ more general discussion of the

reverberation in a room will be presented in a following section. In addition to the rever

beration problem, far end speech coming out of the loudspeaker is picked up by the micro

phone. Speech travels from the loudspeaker to the microphone by a direct path and by

way of reflections and returns to the far end talker causing audible echoes to arise.

2.3. Echo Control

Several methods have previously been introduced and used for controlling echoes [7

10]. On short telephone circuits the" via net loss rt method [4J produces very satisfactory

performance. This method consists of introducing a loss. say L dB. in each direction

resulting in the improvement of the signal to echo ratio by L dB. For long circuits, this
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procedure cannot be used because it results In unacceptably low signal levels at the

receiver.

2.3.1. Echo Suppression

For long circuits the echo suppression method has originally been used for echo con

trol. An echo suppressor strongly reduces if not eliminates the echo by physically separat

ing the transmission and reception channels. Echo suppressors are based on the dynamic

selection of the transmission or reception mode, by means of voice-switched attenuators,

according to the levels of incoming and outgoing speech signals; the unused channel is

blocked while one party is talking. However, if both customers speak simultaneously,

there is an obvious problem: Opening the switch to block echo will also interrupt the

desired speech. Another problem with echo suppressors is the clipping they impart to

speech, especially weak speech. Clipping is hard to avoid, because suppressors must recog

nize the onset of the desired speech in the presence of echo [7J.

2.3.2. Echo Cancellation

For eliminating the inconveniences associated with the previous methods. alternative

approaches have been based on the simulation of the echo path by means of an adaptive

digital linear filter and on the subtraction of the signal produced by it from the returned

signal [8-10]. This method is known by "adaptive echo cancellation" and is illustrated in

figure 2.1. Adaptive echo cancellation is probably one of the most efficient approaches

currently used to remove electric echoes generated at the hybrid. In addition, several

experiments have confirmed that echo cancellers can successfully reduce the acoustic echo

coupling between microphones and loudspeakers [11-12}.
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The simplest version of this method is to use an adaptive linear predictor to con-

struct the echo replica. The adaptive linear predictor is frequently implemented in a

transversal filter, and uses a delay line to hold the P most recent samples of the incoming

speech signal. Each sample is weighted by a corresponding weighting coefficient. The

weighted samples are summed to form an estimate of the echo. An error function, usually

formed by subtracting this estimate from the outgoing echo return signal, is used to

update the filter coefficients.

Input speech

J

Residual echo /

Adaptive
filter

( echo
estimate

-,
J' ©~,

1-

echo
generation

process

Fig. 2.1 : Echo cancellation
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Chapter 3

ACOUSTIC ECHO PATH MODEL

3.1. Introduction

In this section. 3. mathematical model for acoustic reverberation for speakerphone

environments will be derived. This will be of substantial benefit in simulation and analyti-

cal work to follow. As shown in figure 3.1, speech from the talker travels to the micro-

phone by a direct path and by way of reflection from walls, floor and furniture.

( Reflections

Direct path

o
1\

Talker

Speech out

Soeech In

-------.(J LS

"
/ / // II I / ~ I I I I I 4 , II I I/,' I I I ' I I I , , I ,. I , ' I I " , I " " ; /" I "

Fig. :3.1: Echo path in a typical office.

The speech picked up by the microphone has a hollow sound similar to the "speaking in a

barrel" effect. An overall model of an office should represent the direct coupling as well

as the indirect coupling (reverberation) of the speech signal.
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3.2. Direct Model

The speed of sound at 20'C (68 deg. F) is known to be 344 m/sec (1127 ftjsec) which

is a little over 1 rtj msec. Therefore, within a few msecs after the speech signal is produced

by the talker, it is coupled to the microphone by means of the direct path. The direct cou-

piing introduces some attenuation of the signal level represented by a factor b < 1. Figure

3.2 represents the impulse response of the direct path assuming that the direct coupling

occurs at time t=O.

b

I
a

I
10

J

20

time (msecs)

Fig. 3.~ : Direct path impulse response.

3.3. Reverberation Model

The reverberation in a typical office is caused by the room's multiple reflective

acoustical properties and is the resulting tendency for the sound level to persist In the
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room after direct sound ceases. One measure of reverberation is the time T for the sound

level to decay 60 dB from its steady state level after the sound has been turned off (13].

The commonly used Sabine reverberation equation is:

T=O.049 Via (3.1 )

where V..= room volume, and a = total sound absorption in sabins [13]. The total sound

absorption is calculated from:

a = IaiSi = as (3.2)

where U i = absorption coefficient (percentage of incident sound absorbed) for each sur-

face Sl' S = total interior surface and a = average absorption coefficient. A reverberant

sound field decays approximately in a logarithmic manner [1:3] and consequently, the

sound level in decibels falls approximately linearly when the time scale is linear. In a typ-

ical office, the reverberation time is about 1/3 of a second (5L resulting in 180 dB/sec

decay. To construct a preliminary model of reverberation in a room, it is assumed that

only one reflection every 20 msec is reflected to the microphone. The number 20 msec is

not a strict assignment but represents a path of about 10 feet to the main reflection sur-

face and the 10 feet return path. Therefore, the distance traveled by the strongest echo

before it reenters the communication link is about 20 feet. The level of the speech echoes

in a typical office having a reverberation time of 1/3 of a second (decay of 180 db/sec) is

shown in table 2.1. The parameter b is related to the attenuation coefficient of the reflect-

ing surfaces. An example of calculating b is shown in the next section. An impulse

response of room reverberation is shown in figure ;3.3.
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r:ME sa.mpL~s DECAY ECHO
(msecs) (@ 8kHz) dB LE'VEL

20 160 3.6 .6607 b
!.o 320 7.2 .~J65 b
60 480 10.3 .2884 b
80 6~0 14.~ .1905 b

100 300 13.0 .1259 b
110 960 21.6 .0832 b
140 1120 25.2 .05£i.9 b
160 1280 28.3 .0400 b
180 lu.~a 32.~ .O2~O b
200 1600 36.0 .0158 ~

220 1760 39.6 .0147 b
240 L920 43.2 .0070 b
260 2080 , .. ~

.OO~6 b~O.\oJ

280 2240 50.4 .0030 c
300 2400 54.0 .0020 b
320 2560 57.6 .0013 b

Table 2.1 : Level of Reverberations

.660i b

t I
a 20 40

3.4. Room Model

t I I I l I (msec)
lOa 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280

Fig. 3.3 : Reverberation impulse response.

As an example of a typical office let us consider a rectangular room 20 ft long, 13 ft

wide and 8 ft high (V = ~080 , S = 1048). From Sabine equation, the total sound



absorption coefficient that yields to a reverberation time of 1/3 5 is :

a = .049 vIr = .049(2080/.3333) = 306 sabins = .29(1048) (3.3)

The average absorption coefficient is 0.29, meaning that 29% of the sound is absorbed by

the room. Therefore, the constant b was found by assuming a power gain of 0.71 for the

room transfer function. The sum of the magnitude of all the pulses of the room impulse

response is equal to 0.71; this led to b = 0.2417. Figure 3.4 represents an overall impulse

response to simulate the acoustic proprieties of a typical office.

b •

r r
rI I r 1 of

f
« Time

t r
, • .

I I I I I I I I I 1 I (msec)
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 Z60 230

Fig. 3.4 : Overall impulse response.

.A more accurate model to represent the sound behavior in a room is quite involved and

beyond the scope of the present investigation. The image method is an advanced method

commonly used to predict the sound behavior in a room [14] ..A computer program for

simulating small room acoustics using the image method is presented in [14], and the

impulse response of a small room [14] based on the image method is shown in figure ;3.5.
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LQ,-.----------------.....

1

-4.0_'_ ..... _

Q

Fig. 3.5 : Room impulse response based on the image method (14).

The impulse response of Fig.5 shows some aspects of periodicity in the occurrence of

strong responses. This is because the strongest echo reenters the communication link in a

periodic manner.

3.5. Simulation of the Echo Generation Process

.-\ computer program was written to simulate the echo generation process in a small

room based on the model of figure 3.4. In the simulation only the first 7 impulses of figure

3.4 were considered. An actual speech signal d(n), shown in figure 3.6, was convolved with

the first 7 pulses of the impulse response model (Fig. ;3.4 : b=l) to form the reverberant

speech signal of figure 3.7.
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Fig. 3.6 : Clean speech signal
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Fig. 3.7 : Reverberant speech signal
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Dereverberation Filter

In this chapter an adaptive dereverberation filter is introduced. The purpose of the

filter is to cancel reverberation from speech signal. .Also. the incorporation of a pitch esti

mator within the dereverberation filter is investigated ..

4.1. Filter structure

The hollow and blurred sound of speech is one of the main problems limiting the

consumer acceptance of hands-free telephones ...As was discussed earlier the hollow effect is

the result of the microphone picking up not only the speech coming directly from the

talker but the reflections from the walls, floor and furniture as well. The purpose of this

chapter is to derive an adaptive filter able to cancel the echoes caused by reverberations.

The method of predictive deconvolution is a very effective method when used for the

suppression of multiple reflection patterns. This m~thod has found widespread use in the

deconvolution of seismograms. One of its most gratifying successes has been its ability to

ability to attenuate ghost reflections and reverberations [15].

4.1.1. Speech Reverberations

In the case of speakerphones or teleconferences, the speech signal d( n) picked up by

the microphone is the result of many reflections, each of which contributes a waveform of

the shape of the original nonreverberant speech signal s(n). However, since all the

waveforms are overlapping it is extremely difficult if not impossible to directly recover the

original clea.n speech signal. The available speech signal d(n) is the result of convolving

the clean speech waveform with a spike series that represents the room impulse response
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similar to that shown in figure 3.4 . The timing of a spike represents the direct time of

arrival of an echo and the amplitude represents the strength of that echo. A method simi-

lar to the method of predictive deconvolution can be applied to the reverberant speech

signal in order to reduce reverberations. The ideal goal of the adaptive dereverberation

filter is to remove the echoes caused by reflections but leave the original signal s (n )

intact.

4.1.2. Adaptive Filtering

In general, an adaptive filter involves the four signals illustrated in figure 4.1 : (1)

the input signal x( n) (used to compute the prediction), (2) the desired or reference signal

....

d(n), (3) the estimate d( n), and (4) the error signal e(n ).

ReFerence signal,

11....-__

InFJut ~isnal

/
Adap t.i. ve

Flltar

Estimate

Error

/

,
7

Figure 4.1 : Adaptive filter

The error signal e(n) is used in order to adj ust the filter parameters and seek the optimal

performance according to a specific criterion. The linear structure most often used tn

adaptive filtering is the transversal filter shown in figure 4.2 ..--\ delay line holds the ~\l
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most recent samples of the input signal x{n). Each sample is first multiplied by a

corresponding weighting coefficient, wi( n), and then all weighted samples are summed to

form the estimate or prediction signal d( n ).

Input

x(n)
;

I
I
I

\

I
I
\
1
I
t,

)---~--'-;.IJ : -")----,..-.-------.
/

Figure 4.2 Transversal filter structure

I
I
I
I

\
I

I

..
The prediction signal d( n) is expressed in terms of the input signal x( n) as follows:

;V

d( n) = ~ w. ( n) z (n - i)
1=1

(4.1)

Considerable research has been performed on a criterion for optimizing the filter coeffi-

cients wi ( n) . The two algorithms of interest in this thesis are the least mean square

(LMS) and the fast transversal filter (FTF). In the following chapter a summary of these

algorithms is presented.
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4.1.3. Dereverberation of speech

The adaptive dereverberation filter is an adaptive filter used to reduce reverbera-

tions from a speech signal. In the case of adaptive dereverberation the desired signal d(n)

. h •IS t e reverberant signal itself. This same signal is delayed by ..l samples in order to form

the input signal x( n). figure 4.3 represents an illustration of the dereverberation filter.

Revec:,eranc:
Signal

Reference +
---y-------~ LJ----------~

Adapr:ive
Es::.:naca

Figure 4.3 : Adaptive dereverberation filter

The basic principle of the dereverberation tilter is that it predicts only the reverberant

part of the speech signal. The error signal e(n) is obtained by subtracting the prediction

d( n) from the reference d(n). Ideally, the estimate d( n) cancels all the reverberant part

of the speech signal d(n); therefore, the error signal e(n) represents the non reverberant

part of d(n). For the filter to be able to predict only the reverberant part of d( n) and

then cancel it, the following two hypotheses must hold:
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First, the time of arrival of the strong echoes should be within the range of the filter,

that is between ~ + 1 and ~+N. As it was mentioned earlier, the impulse response of a

room was represented by a spike series. The timing of a spike represents the direct time of

arrival of an echo. 'vVe denote by T, the timing of the first spike which is the time of

arrival of the first echo. For the filter to be able to predict and cancel the first reverbera

tion, T, should be between ~ + 1 and .:l+ N. When the tirne of arrival of the strong echoes

is periodic, the filter is as well able to use the uncancelled first echo in order to predict the

second echo component of the impulse response model. The second echo lies between

Te + ~ + 1 and T', + ~ + N, The same principle applies for predicting a third echo using the

uncancelled second echo, and so on.

Second. the optimal performance of the filter occurs when input signal x( n) is

uncorrelated with the nonreverberant part of the reference signal d(n). The least correla

tion possible between x( n) and the nonreverberant part of d(n) is desired. Most of the

reverberation is cancelled when the correlation between the input signal and the reference

signal is due mainly to the presence of an echo and not to the nature of speech. Otherwise,

the filter tends to predict nonreverberant components of speech and cancel them as \vell.

A speech signal is by nature a very correlated signal. In the case of voiced speech

most of the correlation occurs at the pitch or at multiples of the pitch period. The pitch

period varies with time. As a result the autocorrelation function for higher lags is rela

tively small. The delay ~ is a very important factor used in order to decorrelate voiced

speech and to reduce the correlation caused by the nature of speech. When a delay ~ is

used. most of the correlation between the input signal and the reference signal is due to

the existence of echoes. The estimate consists mainly of the reverberations and the error

represents the nonreverberant signal.
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As it was discussed earlier, the autocorrelation function of a speech signal is rela

tively small for higher lags. However, it might still be of a significant value at or around a

multiple of the pitch period. In the case of adaptive dereverberation, this makes the pred

iction and then cancellation of nonreverberant components very possible. In the next sec

tion we will discuss how a pitch tracker can be used in order to deal with this problem

and improve the performance of the dereverberation filter.

4.2. Incorporation of a Pitch Tracker

4.2.1. Pitch Estimation

Pitch detection or the measurements of long term periodicity is by itself a very

important function and has a variety of applications. Several pitch tracking algorithms

have been developed. The autocorrelation function (ACF) pitch detection algorithm is one

method proven to be reliable and is easily implemented in hardware, ~s described in [16],

the pitch can be estimated by finding the maximum in a recursively computed autocorre

lation function estimate. The choice of the minimum lag and the maximum lag determines

the range of pitch estimate of the detector. The mili autocorrelation lag at time sample

n is recursively computed according to the following equation:

(4.~)

The choice of "y determines the duration of the exponential window used for the .A.CF

computations. The effective length of the window is approximately 1/1-)' samples. The

..\CF is next windowed in such a way that attenuates larger lags. This is done in order to

help p~event " pitch doubling" . Once the weighted ACF values are determined the pitch

is estimated to be equal to the value m o corresponding to the largest weighted autocorre-
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lation lag.

4.2.2. Constrained Dereverberation Filter

Speech sounds can be classified into different classes according to to their mode of

excitation. Voiced sound is produced when quasi-periodic pulses of air excite the vocal

track. A voiced speech signal is by its nature a highly correlated signal. Most of the corre-

lation occurs at the pitch or at multiples of the pitch period. Figure 4.4 shows the auto-

correlation function (.A.CF) of a segment of voiced speech.
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Figure 4.4 : ACF of a segment of voiced speech

'-IVe note that the :\CF has many peaks; the peaks at the pitch period have the largest

amplitudes...An adaptive filter can produce a very good prediction of a reference signal

when this same signal is delayed by a pitch period or by a multiple of pitch period and

used as input to the filter. In the case of adaptive dereverberation, the nonreverberant

part of the speech signal might also be predicted very well, especially when the filter in

question has a large processing window. To cope with this problem we propose a con-

strained adaptive filter. In general, an estimate consists of a weighted sum of the ~\" most



recent samples of the input signal x(n). The N most recent samples of x(n) correspond to

the samples of the reverberant signal that lie between n - ~ - N and n -~. If any of these

samples is near a pitch period or a multiple of pitch period, the sample will be disregarded

and will not be used in the computation of the reverberation estimate. A pitch period esti-

mate Tp is computed at every time sample n. The filter is constrained when the pitch

period or a multiple of the pitch period is in the processing window: that is between .i and

.l ~ l\T. The input samples that might cause the prediction of the nonreverberant part are

constrained to zero. The filter coefficients corresponding to these samples are saved and

updated. When the pitch period estimate changes different samples of the input signal

might be constrained to zero and disregarded in the computation of the estimate. .0\.

flowchart of the constrained adaptive filter is presented in Figure 4.5 .
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Figure 4.5 : Incorporation of a pitch tracker
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To write a mathematical model for the constrained filter, the pitch period estimate is

denoted by Tp (n) and the number of samples that are constrained at each side of the

..
pitch or multiple of pitch period is denoted by c . The estimate signal d( n) is then

expressed in terms of the input signal x(n) as follows:

(k=1,2,3 ... )

d(n)
JoV

2: v, (n) x(n - i)
i=1

(4.3a)

.. I.V

d( n) = 2: wi ( n) z (n - i)
i= 1

(k=1,~,3 ... )

b

~ w.. (n) x(n-i)
i=a

(4.3b)

Where a = ..l - k Tp{n) - c and b == ~ - k Tp(n) T c .

The use of a constrained algorithm might improve, in most cases, the performance of the

filter. The improvement in performance is explained by the fact that in computing the

dereverberation estimate, the filter is disregarding the input samples which cause the non-

reverberant part of the signal to be predicted. However, constraining the adaptive filter

requires a larger number of arithmetic computations. First, the the ACF must be com-

puted in order to estimate the pitch. In addition, two decision processes must take place.

The first decision process takes place in order to determine the largest autocorrelation lag.

The second is to determine whether or not the pitch or a multiple of the pitch period lie in

the processing window of the filter.



Chapter 5

ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS

5.1. Introduction to adaptive filters

Prediction filter design was originated by the pioneering work of Wiener [17] and is

still currently a very strong and active area of research. When the impulse response of a

filter does not change with time, fixed filters are designed and used. Adaptive filters have

the ability to adjust their own parameters in order to obtain, according to a specific cri

terion, the optimal output. The least mean square (LNIS) [18-19] algorithm is one of the

simplest and most easily analyzed of the adaptive algorithms. In LMS. the mean square

error is minimized, and the filter coefficients are adjusted recursively according to an

approximation to the method of steepest descent. This algorithm requires only 2-.V multi

plications per sample, ~\r being the order of the filter. However. its convergence rate is

relatively slow and depends on the eigenvalues of the input signal autocorrelation matrix.

Another approach is to consider minimizing a function of the actual acquired data

without using any expectations or statistical information. In some cases, a weighted sum

of the squared prediction errors is minimized leading to the technique of recursive least

squares filters. Recursive least squares filters converge much faster than the L~lS but

require many more arithmetic computations. In order to reduce the computation com

plexity, alternate approaches to recursive least squares have been developed. Using vect.or

space relations and projection techniques, Cioffi and Kailath derived an exact least

squares adaptive filter known as the fast transversal filter (FTF) [20]. The FTF algo

rithm requires only 7N multiplications per time sample and produces an exact solution at

every iteration. The L~IS and the FTF are the two algorithms of interest in this thesis
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and are summarized in the next sections.

5.2. The Least Mean Square Algorithm

•
Considerable research has been performed on the criterion for finding the optimal

adaptive filter coefficients 1vi( n). The mean square error is one criterion that has

widespread use. Under this criterion the adaptive filter coefficients are adjusted to minim-

ize the mean square value of the prediction error. In this section, the derivation of the

L~IS algorithm, similar to that presented in [18], is summarized. It is desired to predict a

"
reference signal d(n) using an input signal x(n). The prediction is denoted by d( n) and

...

the error by e(n). The prediction d( n) is a weighted sum of the N most recent input sam-

pIes:

.... N
d(n) = L 'wi{n) x(n-i)

·i= 1
(5-1)

Note that in the case of of adaptive dereverberation, the input signal x( n) is a delayed

version of the reference signal d (n) :

x(n) == d(n-u)

The vector form of equation (5-1) is :

where

xN{n) == [x(n-l),x(n-2), ... ,x(n-N)]T

and

(5-2)

(5-3)

The prediction error is given by :

[w 1(n ).'W2( n ), ... , W N( n )] T
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(5-4)

The mean square error E obtained by taking the expected value of the squared prediction

error squared is :

E == E[e{n)2] == E[I(n)~] - 2wN(n)TpN + wN(n)TR N N wN(n) (5-5)

where the vector PN is the cross correlation between the desired response d(n) and the

data vector xN{ n), and R N N is the input autocorrelation matrix.

PN = E[d(n) xN(n)]

R N N = E[xN{n) xNT(n)]

It is clearly seen that the mean square error is a function of the filter coefficients vee-

tor wN( n). This function can be pictured as a concave hyperparaboloidal surface that

never goes negative. Referring to the mean square error as "bow l-shaped " it is desired to

get the optimal filter coefficient vector wN - that yields the bottom of the bowl. i\ very

common method used for this purpose is the gradient algorithm, which consists of taking

the gradient of E with respect to wN(n), setting it to zero and solving for WN - [18]. The

optimal filter coefficients obtained by setting the gradient of the mean square error to

zero are:

(5-6)

This equation is an exact solution of the generally called normal equation (\Viener-Hopf

equation). It requires a priori knowledge of PN and R N N as well as an inversion of the

matrix R
N N

. In the case of stationary data, the autocorrelation matrix R N N and the

crosscorrelation vector PN can be estimated. However, many signals of interest (such as

speech) do not have stationary statistics; hence extensive computation is required if the

weights are to be continuously updated to their optimal value. In the very common case

of unknown statistics, a more practical procedure uses an iterative method to find an
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approximation to the optimal filter coefficients, and it does not require any correlation

measurements or matrix inversion. According to this method, the next weight vector

WN( n +1) is equal to the present weight vector wN( n) plus a change proportional to the

negative of the mean square error gradient [18]:

WN( n + 1) = wN(n)- ~Vw(E) (5-7)

fJ. being the factor that controls the stability and the rate of convergence. The LMS algo-

rithm simply approximates the mean square error by the square of the instantaneous

error. An efficient estimate of the gradient can then be written as follows:

Vw(E) = -2e(n)xN(n) (5-8)

The final recursive formula for the L~,[S algorithm for computing the tilter coefficients

would then be:

wN(n+l) = wN(n)+2~e(n)xN(n) (5-9)

This algorithm is easily implemented in real time and it only requires 2N multiplications

per time update. It has been shown that the mean coefficients provided by the LMS algo-

rithrn converge to the optimal solution and remains stable as long as fJ. is greater than

zero and less than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix R N N

[19] :

(5-10)

5.3. The Fast Transversal Filter Algorithm

In this section we present a summary of the fast transversal filter algorithm. The

FTF is an exact recursive least squares filter based on vector space methods and projec

tion techniques. It only requires 7 N rnultiplication per iteration which, is a reduction of

30% compared to the fast Kalman algorithm of Falconer and Ljung [21]. In this summary
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of the FTF, it is again desired to predict a reference (desired) signal d(n) using an input

signal x( n ). The est.irnate or prediction signal is denoted by d( n) and the error obtained at

time n using a predictor computed at time i is denoted by e ( n Ii). Four data vectors are

defined as follows: •

x( 1~ ~g~
"

x(2 :g~ :W~~
x( n ) == ", d( n )== , d(n)= ,and e(n In)== (5-11 )

x(n) d(n) d( n) e(no'n)
Then

e( n ,n) == d( n) - d( n ) (5-12 )

and

"

d(n) = X N ( n) W N(n ) (5-13)

where

~g~ 0 0
z] 1) 0

X N ( n) == (5-14)

z (n) z (n0- 1) x(n - oN - 1)

The objective of the FTF algorithm is to obtain efficiently the set of filter coefficients

WN( n) that corresponds to the minimal cumulative squared error. The cumulative squared

error E( n) is defined as follows:

E (n) = e T ( n In) e( n In) (5-15 )

The exact least squares solution obtained by minimizing E( n) with respect to wN( n) [20]

IS:

WN-(n) = [XNT(n) XN(n)]-l XNT(n) d(n) == Kx(n) d(n)

The matrix K x(n) is called the transversal filter operator and is defined as follows:

(5-16 )

(5-17 )
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A

The estimate d(n) can be written as:

A

d(n ) == P x( n ) d( It )

where

(,5-18 )

(f)-19 )

The matrix Px('n) is commonly called the projection matrix since it generates the projec-

tion of the reference vector d( n) into the subspace spanned by the column vectors of

X N ( n). From the projection matrix and the identity matrix I the orthogonal projection

matrix Px
1
(n) is computed:

(5-20)

The orthogonal projection matrix generates the component of the reference vector d( n )

orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the column vectors of X N ( n). It can be shown

[20J that:

1
e(n In) = PX (-n ) d( n ) (5-21 )

The set of optimal filter coefficients corresponding to the optimal least squares filter

changes with time. However, the matrix X N ( n) grows systematically in a sense that the

new filter can be computed using a knowledge of the old filter. The basis behind the FTF

algorithm is to develop a recursive update for the filter operator and for the projection

matrix. The development is better understood by the consideration of four separate

transversal filters: the least squares projection filter wN( n), the forward prediction filter

f N( n), the backward prediction filter b N( n) and the normalized gain filter gN( n). These

quantities are represented as projections and then updated recursively in a simple manner.

The following table represents a summary of the FTF algorithm [20]. The equations are

listed in an order by which they can be efficiently implemented.



TABLE 5.1 : SUM~1ARY OF FTF ALGORITIIM

i] In itialization

fN(O) = bN(O) = wN(O) = gN(O) == 0

ef (0) = eb(O) = [d(0)]2

-y N(O) = 1.

ii) Recursion

1. Compute least square error e(n In -1)

~V

e(n In - 1) = d (n) - 2: wi ( n - 1) x(n - i)
;=1

2. Compute the forward prediction error eJ (n In -1)

lV

e f (n ln - l } = x(n) - ~ f,(n-l) x(n-i)
r 1=1

3. {;pdate the forward prediction error eJ ( n In)

el(nln) = 'YN(n-l) e(nln-l)

4. Update the forward residual ef (n )

e/(n) = e/(n-l) + ef(nln-l) ef(nln)

5. Update the forward filter coefficients f N ( n)

fN(n) == fN(n-l) + ef(nln) gN(n-l)

6. Update the normalized gain filter coefficients gN( n )

gN+l( n) = [;~ ~~1) ] ~ ::/:~nl)) [~f~~-=-1) j

e b ( n In - 1) == 9JV ~ 1( n ) eb(n - 1)

31

(5-~3)

(5-24)

(,5-25 )

(5-~6)

(- ~)~)
;:)-- ~
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7. r. pdate the" angle update" 'Y N( n )

_ Ef(n-l)
'YN+l(n) - 'YN(n -1) E/(n)

'Y'y(n) = [ 1 - 'YN+1(n) 9N+l(n) eb(nln-l)r 'YN+1(n)

8. l~pdate backward prediction error e b(n In)

eb ( n In) = )'lV( n ] eb ( n In - 1)

g. Ifpdate the backward prediction resid ual E b ( n )

Eb(n) = 'YN(n) Eb(n -1)
"Y iV+ l( n )

10. Update the backward prediction filter coefficients b N ( n )

bN{n) == b N(n-l) + eb(nln) gN(n)

11. Update the least squares error e(n In)

e(nln) == "YN(n} e(nln-l)

12. Update the least square filter coefficients wN( n)

5.4. LMS vs FTF

(5-29)

(5-30 )

(5-31 )

(5-32)

(5-:33 )

(5-:34)

(5-35 )

(5-36)

The least mean square algorithm is one of the easiest and most often used adaptive

algorithms. The simplicity of the LMS is attributed to the fact that only 2lV multiplica-

tions per iteration are required, N being the order of the filter. However the convergence

rate of the L~IS is relatively slow and is dependent on the strength of the eigenvalues of

the input signal autocorrelation matrix. The convergence rate is especially slow when the
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eigenvalues exhibit a wide spread such as in highly sinusoidal signal environments such as

voiced speech. The dependence of the convergence rate on the statistics of the input signal

have prompted researchers to develop alternative algorithms.

Substantial improvement in the rate of the convergence is obtained when using the

fast transversal algorithm [20]. The FTF algorithm minimizes the sum of the squared

errors and yields the exact optimal solution at every iteration. The improvement in con

vergence rate is obtained at a modest increase in computation. The FTF algorithm

requires 7N multiplications per iteration. But, with the increasingly ingenious and inex

pensive integrated hardware, an efficient and relatively cheap implementation of the FTF

algorithm may well be possible. Thus, the FTF may soon become a compatible alternative

of the LMS algorithm.

5.5. Real System Implementation

A relatively simple hardware and software implementation of the LMS adaptive

filter was presented in [22]. The design is based on a ring organization of several Tl\IS320

processors. All the processors execute the same machine instruction in synchrony ( Single

Instruction Multiple Data architecture ). The proposed multiprocessor configuration

behaves as a pipelined structure for updating the input vector, and then behaves as a

parallel structure to apply the adaptation algorithm [22]. A design based on four T~IS320

processors showed that at 8000 Hz sampling rate, 58 taps per processor can be accommo-

dated [22].

For the FTF algorithm, a very rough estimation suggests that about 44l\T machine

instructions per time iteration are required in order to update the filter coefficients. The
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T!v[S320 instruction cycle is 200 nsee; thus, at 8000 Hz sampling rate 625 instructions per

iteration can be handled. This suggests that an estimate of about 14 taps can be accom

modated by every processor.
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Chapter 6

SIMULATIONS

In this chapter, simulations of the adaptive dereverberation filter are presented. All

experiments are conducted using the "C" language, on a Vax 11/780. under the Unix

operating system. As a performance metric, the degree of cancellation represented by the

signal to noise ratio (snr) is used. In all the simulations a clean nonreverberan t signal s (n )

is available. The quantity s(n) is not available in actual applications; however. in simula-

tions, it is very useful for computing a measurement of the degree of cancellation. The

clean signal s(n) is convolved with an impulse response similar to the one developed in

chapter 3. The result of the convolution is a reverberant signal denoted by d(n). The sig-

nal d(n) forms the input of the dereverberation filter. The output of the filter e(n) is

compared with the nonreverberant signal s(n). The signal to noise ratio of the rever-

berant signal is computed as follows:

snr
s( n )210 log _-10 _

[d(n)-s(n)]2
(6-1 )

To measure the amount of cancellation, the snr of the filter output is also computed and

according to the following equation:

snr
s( n )210 log __...:.....-...0'----

[e(n)-s(n)]2
(6-2)

Synthetic data as well as real speech are used for the simulations. The filter coefficients

are updated by both the L~IS algorithm and the FTF algorithm.
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6.1. Unconstrained Filter

6.1.1. Simulation using synthetic data

•
Synthetic speech signals are generated by passing an impulse train through a second

order IIR filter with poles PI == O.ge j 1i/3 and P2 == O.ge - )Ti:3. The separation between

the impulses corresponds to the pitch period. The sampling frequency is equal to 8000 Hz.

Figure 6.1 represents a 1000 sample signal having a pitch period of 200. Only one echo at

a delay of 60 samples is considered in order to form the reverberant signal of figure 6.2 .

Even though the above case does not constitute a relevant representation of actual speak-

erphone situations, it does however provide us with a good illustration of the operation of

the dereverberation filter. The reverberant signal of figure 6.2 is then passed through a

one coefficient dereverberation filter ( .:.i == 59). The output of the dereverberation filter is

plotted for the LMS algorithm in figure 6.3 . It can be seen from the plots that most of

the echo is cancelled. As it was explained in chapter 4, the prediction signal consists of

only the reverberations. The output of the filter e(n) corresponds to the nonreverberant

part of the signal. In fig 6.4, 200 points of the input, reference, estimate, and output sig-

nals are shown.

A closer representation of the actual situation is achieved when a signal with a pitch

period of 57 is generated (figure 6.5). To form a reverberant signal we convolve the signal

of figure 6.5 with the impulse response of figure 6.6 . The reverberant signal of figure 6.7

is then passed through a 5 coefficient dereverberation filter (..l == 57). For each block of

200 samples the signal to noise ratio is computed. In table 6.1, we present the snr of the

reverberant signal and the snr of the output of the tilter for both the L~IS and the FTF

algorithms. A plot of table 6.1 is shown in figure 6.8 . The optimal step size for the L~'IS
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Signal to noise racio in dB

Block Reverberanc p't'ocessed processed
i) signal f,ii ch L'iS wit:h F!F

1 11.94 12.78 19.85
2 4.31 11.22 11.13
3 5.09 11.86 10.65
4 3.79 10.04 9.37
5 4.82 10.37 10.57

Table 6.1 : Synchecic speec~ (order=5)
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was equal to 0.001 . As shown in figure 6.8, the FTF converges much faster then the LMS.

In fact for the case of the L~lS almost no improvement in the snr was obtained for the

first 200 points block. But after that, both the LMS and FTF converged to about the

same solution giving almost identical processed signal snr.

The results of using a filter with 30 coefficients are presented in table 6.2. A plot of

table 6.2 is presented in figure 6.9. Compared with the 5 coefficients filter of table 6.1,

lower signal to noise ratios are obtained. For the LMS case some of the processed signal

contains more degradation than the reverberant signal. The step size was 0.00 1 . If a

larger step size is used, the snr of the processed signal becomes even smaller. The degra-

dation for the LMS case can be attributed to the fact that the excess mean square error is

proportional to the filter order: each filter coefficient fluctuates around the optimal mean

and causes some misadjustment noise [18]. In a large order filter the noise adds up limit-

ing the performance of the filter. The degradation can also be caused by the fact that

the synthetic signal is a very correlated signal. This leads to the prediction and cancella-

tion of some parts of the nonreverberant signal. In the case of real speech signals, the

periodicity is less dominant, and as it will be shown in the next section, larger order filters
. /

can be used and still be able to obtain good performance.

6.1.2. Simulations using real speech

The waveform representation s(n) of the speech segment " the pipe began to rust

while new rt is shown in figure 6.10 . In order to form a reverberant signal, the signal s(n )

is convolved with the impulse response of figure 6.11. The result of the convolution is

denoted by d(n) and shown in figure 6.1~. The reverberant signal d(n) was played over

the DSC digital acquisition and playback system. Audible reverberation was achieved,
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Signal to noise ratio in dB

Block Reverberant: processed processed
;) signal ~ich L"fS with FTF

1 11.94 12.23 12.07
2 4.31 7.02 5.76
3 5.09 7.82 8.79
4 3.79 5.47 8.83
5 4.82 3.83 9.93

Table 6.2 : Syn~hecic speec~ (order=30)
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and the speech had a hollow sound as if the talker was speaking in a barrel. The rever

berant signal d (n ) is then passed through a one coefficient dereverberation filter (~=- 2·10).

The (optimal) step size used for the LMS is 10- 9• In figure 6.13 we show a 1000 points

block of the non reverberant waveform d( n). The corresponding reverberant block is

presented in figure 6.14. Processed blocks for both the L1tlS algorithm and the FTF algo

rithm are plotted in figures 6.15 and 6.16 respectively. Most of the reverberations are can

celled and the output blocks for both the LMS and the FTF cases are very similar to the

clean nonreverberant block. The signal to noise ratio is computed for each block of 2000

samples. In table 6.3 the snr of the reverberant signal, of the processed with L~fS signal

and of the processed with FTF signal are presented and compared. The same results are

plotted in figure 6.17 . Significant improvement in the snr is obtained. The LMS algo

rithm converges much slower than the FTF algorithm. The improvement in the quality of

speech was demonstrated by playing the processed speech files over the digital acquisition

and playback system. Audible improvement for both the LMS and the FTF was achieved.

For the first second or so the speech processed with FTF sounded better (less reverberant)

than that processed with LMS.

In real time situations, the time of arrival of strong echoes varies with time and is

unknown. Filters with large processing windows are needed in order to obtain good cancel

lation. The reverberant signal of figure 6.12 is passed through an adaptive dereverberation

filter of order 40 . The results for both the LMS and FTF algorithms are presented in

table 6.4 and are plotted in figure 6.18 . For both the LMS and the FTF cases substantial

improvement in the snr is achieved. The snr is in general slightly better for the FTF case.

However, the LMS technique gave a better performance during a very short period of

time. ~ext, the reverberant signal of figure 3.7 is processed using an adaptive
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I
Block Reverberant: signal processed wich L~S Processed with FTF I

;} snr In dB snr In dB snr in dB I
-~~-~~-~~~-~~-~-- -~~~~~~-~---~----~ ~~--~~~-~~~~-~---- I

1 5.11 5.11 12.70 I
2 4.30 4.30 14.65 I
3 5.11 5.65 10.~3 I
4 6.15 7.73 10.01 I
5 6.73 11.86 12.74 I
6 4.54 14.25 13.33 I
7 5.82 17.98 17.50 I
8 ~ .14 15.93 16.99 I
9 7.31 24.78 23.~8 I

10 4.89 16.32 16.53 I, , 4.04 15.11 15.83 I~-

I
(eac~ block con:ains 2000 speech samples) I

:able 6.3 : Real speec~ (orcie~ = 1)

13.74
1::'.72
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10.08
2.30
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1:.30
li.OB
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9.97

10.:5
15.70
11.13
16.08

?r~cesscd ~i:~ L~S

sn:" in 03

, , I

'4 ......
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~.54
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I
I
I
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------
:able 6.4 : ~ea~ sFe2c~ (or~e~ = ~C)
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dereverberation filter of order 40. The signal to noise ratio is computed for each block of

2000 samples. In table 6.5 we compare the snr of the reverberant signal, the snr of the sig-

nal processed with LMS~ and the snr of the signal processed with F1'F. A plot of table 6.5

is shown in figure 6.19. For both the LNIS and FTF cases, substantial improvement in

the snr is obtained. In general, the FTF algorithm is slightly better.

Results of simulations show that the proposed adaptive dereverberation filter was

able to reduce reverberations produced by stationary 7 widely spaced echoes. In most cases,

significant improvement in the snr was achieved ( figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.1 i, 6.18, and 6.19 ).

Audible improvement in the quality of speech was obtained and was demonstrated by

playing reverberant and processed speech files over the digital sound system. Results also

show that in most cases the FTF filter is slightly better than the LJ\t[S filter ( figures 6.8,

6.9, 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19 )_ This is caused by the fact that the FTF algorithm has a faster

rate of convergence. The results obtained demonstrates the ability of the proposed

dereverberation filter to reduce reverberations. In the case of a fixed room impulse

response, the use of the FTF algorithm did not produce major improvement compared to

the LNlS algorithm. The advantage of the FTF filter is its ability to quickly track changes

in a system. This advantage is not evident when one is using a fixed impulse response to

model the echo generation process.

In most of the simulations, improvement in the signal to noise ratio is achieved. Yet,

as it was discussed, the degree of cancellation is limited by the fact that some of the non-

reverberant part of the signal are predicted and cancelled. The incorporation of a pitch

tracker is a method that could reduce or eliminate the cancellation of the nonreverberant

part of a signal. In the next section we present the results of incorporating a pitch tracker

into the dereverberation algorithm.



Block Reverbe:"ane signal processed '¥.lieh L~S P=-ocessed v i t h .. , ... _.
JI. snr In dS snr In dB Sl1r In dB,r

~-~-~~~-~-~~~-~~-~ --~-~-----~-~---~- ~~~-~--~~~~~-~--~-

1 1.16 1.16 5.23
2 -0.18 -0.13 9.5a
3 2.04 2.31 -0.02
4 -0.45 5.45 0.39
5 1.71 8.95 7.02
6 1.54 9.77 9.12
7 2.41 12.58 16.73
8 1.19 10.35 13.28
9 2.84 12.38 18.53

10 0.17 9.95 14.51
, 1 -0.02 11.32 15.96.. -
(eac~ block con=ai~s 2000 speec~ samples)

Table 6.5 : Real speech (orde~ = 40)
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6.2. Incorporation of a Pitch Tracker

The performance of the constrained filter is very dependent on how good one is able

to estimate the pitch period. To test the pitch estimation algorithm of section 5.2, a syn

thetic signal of 2000 samples is generated and shown in figure 6.20. The true pitch

period of the first and last blocks of 500 samples is 57. For the second block of 500 sam

ples the pitch period is 65. The pitch period of the third 500 samples block is 75. The esti

mate of the pitch is presented in figure 6.21 . The transition time, that is, the time needed

in order for the estimator to adapt to a new pitch period, is about 75 samples. At 8000 Hz

sampling frequency, this corresponds to about 9.4 msec.

The constrained adaptive dereverberation filter for the L~IS case is tested using syn

thetic data as well as real speech signals. The reverberant signal of figure 6.7 is passed

through a constrained filter of order 30. The step size is equal to 0.001 and the delay ~ is

equal to 160. The snr of the output is computed and compared to that of the uncon

strained filter. The results are shown in table 6.6 and plotted in figure 6.22 . Significant

improvement in the snr is achieved when using the constrained filter. The performance of

the L~IS algorithm is very dependent on the step size. As discussed in chapter .5. the L~1S

algorithm converges as long as the step size is less than the reciprocal of the maximum

eigenevalue of the input autocorrelation matrix (equation 5-10) ...-\ different step size (step

size = 0.01) is used and results are given in table 6.7. .~ plot of table 6.7 is presented in

figure 6.23 . The snr of the unconstrained filter output is in some case lower than that of

the reverberant signal. However. improvement of a few dB is obtained when using the

constrained filter. The constrained filter gave significant improvement in the case of syn

thetic data. Next, real speech signals are used to study the performance of the constrained

filter.
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12.14
6.63

10.33
9.59
9.52

12.23
7.02
7.82
5.47
3.83

11.94
4.31
5.09
3.79
4.82

1
Signal to noise ratio in dB I

-------------------------------------------------1
Reverberant unconstrained constrained I

signal filter filter I
I
I
I
I
1

1

I

1
2
3
4
5

Block
;F

Table 6.6 : Synthetic speech (oraer=30)
~~S algorithm, step size = 0.001

Signal to noise ratio in dB

Black Reve r be r an t unconst:-ained conscrained
rF signal filter filter

1 11.94 12.66 13.61
2 4.31 2.50 7.24
3 5.09 1.11 6.07
4 3.7.9 0.78 4.70
5 4.82 0.36 4.73

Table 6.7 : Synthetic speech (order=30)
L~S algorithm, ste? size = 0.01
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The reverberant signal of figure 3.7 is used as input. to a constrained filter of order

40. The LNIS algorithm is used to update the filter coefficients. In table 6.8, the snr of the

output produced by the constrained filter is compared to that produced by an uncon

strained LNIS filter of the same order. Figure 6.24 represents a plot of table 6.8 . The snr

is slightly higher for the constrained filter.

Results show that in the case of synthetic data signals, the incorporation of a pitch

tracker improved the cancellation capability of the adaptive dereverberation filter. As

shown in figures 6.~2 and 6.23 significant improvement in the signal to noise ratio was

achieved with the use of a constrained filter. However, in real speech signals simulations

only a very slight improvement was obtained with the incorporation of a pitch tracker

(figure 6.~4). In the case of real speech signals the pitch period varies with time, causing

many transition periods and thus, preventing us from obtaining a good pitch period esti

mate. The performance of the constrained adaptive filter is very dependent on the ability

of obtaining an accurate pitch period estimate. Thus, in the case of real speech, the

improvement obtained with the incorporation of a pitch tracker was not of great signifi-

cance.

6.3. Simulations for a Time Varying Echo Model

In all the previous simulations, a constant impulse response was used to model the

echo generation process in a small room. Yet, in real time situations the response of a

room varies with every movement of the talker ( talker walking, moving his head, ... ).

The purpose of this section is to investigate the ability of the dereverberation filter to

track changes in the room impulse response. A reverberant signal is generated using a

time varying echo model and then passed through an adaptive dereverberation filter. The



Signal to noise ratio in dB

Block Reverberant unconstrained constrained
iF signal filter filter

1 1.16 1.16 1016
2 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18
3 2.04 2.31 2.36
4 -0.45 5.45 6.41
5 1.71 8.95 8.98
6 1.54 9.77 10.32
7 2.41 12.58 12.67
8 1.19 10.35 11.68
9 2.84 12.38 12.89

10 0.17 9.95 11.44
11 -0.02 11.32 11.63

(each block contains 2000 speech samples)

Table 6.8 : Real speech (order = 40)
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snr of the processed signal (output of the filter) is cornputed and compared to that of the

reverberant signal. For the filter to cancel reverberation it must be able to track the

changes in the time varying echo model.

A time varying echo model is generated by assuming that the t.irne of arrival of each

echo changes with time. A delay in the time of arrival corresponds to the fact that the

echo travel a longer distance before it reaches the microphone. To form a reverberant sig

nal we will use the impulse response shown in figure 6.25 . The time of arrival T', of the

first echo of the impulse response varies with time as shown in figure 6.::!6 . T', is first

delayed by 3 msec and then advanced by 3 msec. At a sampling rate of 8000 Hz, this

implies delaying or advancing Te by one sample every about 3:34 samples of speech.

The reverberant signal generated using the above varying room impulse response is

passed through an adaptive dereverberation filter of order 40 ( ~ = 160 ). Then the snr of

the processed signal is computed for both the LJ\tIS and the FTF case and compared to

that of the reverberant signal. Blocks of 2000 data samples are used in the computation of

the snr. Results are plotted in figure 6.27 . For the LNIS, the optimal step size is deter

mined by trial and error. The snr of the entire processed signal is computed for five dif

ferent step sizes (figure 6.28) . The optimal step size, that is the one that produced the

highest snr is equal to 2.10 -10. For the results presented and plotted in figure 6.28, the

FTF data weighting factor is equal to 1.0 .

As shown in figure 6.28, improvement in the snr was achieved with the LMS algo

rithm. However, in the case of FTF some parts of the processed signal were at a lower snr

level than that of the reverberant signal. This is due to the fact that a varying room

impulse response is used to model the echo generation process. For the FTF to be able to
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track changes in the room irnpulse response a data weighting factor 'A of a value less than

1.0 must be used [20]. Yet, results show that the FTF filter diverges every time 'A is less

than 0.99999 . Simulations were performed for values of 'A equal to 0.98, 0.999, and 0.9999

. For all these 3 cases the FTF filter became unstable. To cope with the problem of diver

gence it was suggested in [20] the use of soft-constrained rescue; every time a so called res

cue variable becomes negative an initialization procedure is used to continue the algo

rithm. In the simulations ( A = 0.98 and A = 0.999), the rescue variable stays positive

and yet the FTF filter diverges.

Results of simulations show that the LNIS filter was able to slowly track changes in

the room impulse response ( figure 6.28 ). However, the FTF filter was found to be subject

to divergence every time the so called forgetting factor was less than 1. Therefore, further

investigation is needed in order to understand and solve the stability problem associated

with the FTF algorithm.

6.4. Dereverberation of Actual Reverberant Data

In this section, we present the results of applying the adaptive de reverberation filter

on actual reverberant data. A 3-second speech signal was recorded in a very reverberant

environment (racketball court) and then transferred to the Vax. At 8 kHz sampling rate,

the signal consisted of 24000 samples. The signal was used as input to the adaptive

dereverberation filter. The output of the filter was then played back and compared to the

reverberant signal. In the case of actual reverberant data, the signal to noise ratio cannot

be used to measure the degree of cancellation. As a metric of performance, the processed

signal is played over the digital sound system, and its quality is compared to that of the

reverberant signal. Several experiments were run for various values of the filter length, the
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bulk delay, and the LMS gain factor. Table 6.9 lists the values of the parameters associ

ated with each experiment. In most of the experiments, the processed signal sounded

slightly different than the reverberant signal. The difference was more evident when using

larger order filters. Signal power of the reverberant and processed signals were compared

and that of the processed was less. This suggests that parts of the reverberant signal have

been removed by the dereverberation filter. The rationale for this suggestion is the follow

ing: The bulk delay that is used in order to form the input to the adaptive filter decoro

lates the speech. The correlation that exists between the reference and input signal is due

to the presence of an echo rather than to the nature of speech itself. Any power removed

is therefore due to the cancellation of some of the echoes.

Results of the experiments suggest that some of the reverberations have been can

celled. Yet, the improvement in the quality of the speech was not obvious. The time of

duration of the reverberations in a typical reverberant room is sometimes more than ~oo

millisecond. To obtain a significant improvement in the quality of speech a filter consist

ing of more 1000 coefficients is needed. However, In simulations the order of the filter we

can use is very limited by the compiler speed.
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I
Experiment Algorithm LMS Bulk delay Filter order I

II gaIn (samples) (samples) I
I
I

1 LMS 2.10E-IO 240 40 I
I

2 LMS 2.10E-IO 200 40 I
I

3 FTF 240 40 I
I

4 LMS IOE-IO 200 80 I
I

5 LMS 10E-IO 280 80 I
I

6 LMS IOE-IO 240 120 I
I

7 LMS IOE-IO 320 120 I
I

8 LMS IOE-I0 440 120 I
r

9 LMS IDE-II 240 120 I
I

10 FTF 240 120 I
I

Table 6.9 Parameters descriptions
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

7.1. Adaptive Dereverberation

An adaptive dereverberation filter was derived and applied to reverberant speech sig

nals, in order to remove reverberations. The snr of the processed signal was computed and

compared to that of the reverberant signal. Results show that in most cases improvement

in the snr to noise ratio was achieved. The improvement was limited ( 1-1 j dB ) by the

fact that small parts of the nonreverberant signal can predicted and cancelled. Yet. an

improvement in the quality of speech was also obtained and was demonstrated by playing

the processed speech files over the digital acquisition and playback system. The proposed

dereverberation filter offered significant cancellation of reverberation in simple situations

where only few prominent reflections exist. The effects in actual rooms are still in need of

more investigation. It is evident from the results of this thesis that adaptive filters can be

used to remove reverberations and therefore warrants further investigation.

7.2. Incorporation of a Pitch Tracker

As it was discussed in chapter 4, the prediction and cancellation of some nonrever

berant components of the speech is very possible. The incorporation of a pitch tracker

was suggested in order to improve the performance..At each iteration the pitch period is

estimated and the adaptive filter is constrained in order to prevent cancellation of non

reverberant parts of speech. Results show that in the case of synthetic data signals the

incorporation of a pitch tracker increases the cancellation capability of the dereverbera

tion filter. However, in simulations using real speech signals, only a slight improvement
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in performance was achieved. The performance of the constrained filter is very dependent

on how good one is able to estimate the pitch period. In the case of real speech, the pitch

period varies with time causing many transition periods and thus, preventing us from

obtaining good pitch period estimates. From the experimental results, we conclude that

the slight improvement in performance is not worth the number of additional arithmetic

computations involved with the incorporation of a relatively simple pitch tracker.

7.3. LMS arid FTF adaptive algorithms

In this thesis the two adaptive algorithms of interest are the Lj\tlS and the FTF. As

it was mentioned earlier, the LMS algorithm requires 2l\i multiplications per time itera

tion compared with 7N multiplications per iteration for the FTF..A relatively simple

hardware and software implementation of the LMS was presented in [22]. Design based on

four TMS320 microprocessors was completed. It was shown that at 8000 Hz sampling

rate, 58 taps per processor can be handled [22]. A very rough and preliminary study sug

gests that in order to implement the FTF algorithm only about 14 taps per processor ( at

8000 Hz ) can be accommodated. Compared with the L~IS, it takes about four times

more hardware and software in order to implement a same length FTF filter. This

increase in implementation requirement does not constitute a significant drawback by the

standards of today's advanced technology.

In the case of a fixed room impulse response, simulations results show substantial

improvement in the snr for both the LMS and FTF. In general, the FTF is slightly

better. In real life situations, the room impulse response varies with time and a de rever

beration filter must track the variations. The L~IS dereverberation filter was able to

slowly track variations and thus it produced an improvement in the snr of a few dB. For
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the FTF to be able to track changes the filter must be windowed. An exponential window

was suggested in [20] by using a forgetting factor A. of a value less than 1 . However. in

the simulations the FTF filter diverged every time the value of A was chosen to be less

than 0.99999 ..~t this point, and in my opinion, the L~lS is still the adaptive algorithm

to use in real life applications; for the FTF to become the cornpar.ible alternative of the

LNIS better understanding of its stability must be achieved.
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· (I
/. ADAPTIVE DEREVERBERATION FILTER (lMS)

This program is the main program for using the l ms a I qo r t t nrn
in adaptive dereverberation.

The reference den) is the reverberant signal.
Tile same signal den) is delayed by DELTA samples to form the

input signal x(n).

The CCSP readld() and writeld( ) functions are used
a s I /0 c a I lsi nth; s pro 9'- am .

*/

/*+~*************************.***********.***************/

float lms( d , x , w, alpha, dp, e. npts, order, tau)

/**.***+****~********************************************/

/* The IfJIs( ) subroutine implements the Least Mean Squares (lMS)
adaptive prediction algorithm. The arguments are defined
as fol lows: ~/

float dl ) ; /* the desired signal input ... passed from
the ca 11 ing program

float x [ 1 ; /* the signal used as input data to the lms
transversal f i Iter .. . passed from calling prog .

float w[ ] : /* the lms filter coefficients ... computed in the
subroutine and passed to the calling prog.

float alpha; /* the lms feedback gain parameter ... passed
from ca I ling prog.

float dp[ J; /* the prediction of the desired signal ... returned
to the ca 11 ing prog.

float e[ ] ; /* the lms prediction error ... returned to the
ca 11 ing program

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

-+/

int tau[ 1; /* array of delays used in selecting the data samples
for the lms prediction */

int npts; /* the number of data samples in the d , x, dp , and e dr- rays */
int order; /* the order of the lms transversal f ; It e r */

/*****************.*********+***********+~*************************~**+*+*+*+*/

/* Declare local variables: */

int i,idum,j; /* integer dummy variables */

float s um , /* float dummy variable */

/**********.************.********~******.*******************.**/

/* Begin Program: */

/* Form lms filter prediction */



sum;
d l i 1 - dp [ i I ;

fa" (;='; i<npts; i++)
sum = 0.0;
for ( j=1; j<=order; j++)

idum = i-j;
if (idum >=0)

sum = sum + w[ j I'"x [ i - t au l j 1 I ;
sum = sum;
} ;

dp ] i l
eli 1

1* Update adaptive f i t t e r weights ./

1* printf(" %d \n",i); *1

for (j =1 ; j<=order; j++)
(
w l j I = w[j) + ( a l pria e e [ i 1* x ( i - t au I j J ] ) ;

1* printf(" %f .• ,w [ j J ) ; *1
}

1* printf("\n\n\n"); ·1
}

1* lms algorithm complete */

1* End the lms subrout ina *1
1*********· •• ************* ••• **.******************************1

#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "/usr/local/dsp/dsp1.h"

#define BARRAV 24100

maine

inrms;
w l121 ] ;
alpha;
rdulJl;
err[SARRAV] ;

float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

s;gin[BARRAY]; /*
sigout[BARRAY]; 1*
errout [BARRAV1; /*

/*
1*
/*
/*
/*

reverberant signal
estimate signal
processed signal
input rms power - for output
the adaptive filter weights
lrns feedback gain parameter

dummy register
the 1III 5 pred i c t ion e r r 0 r

*/
*1
*1

snr calculations *1
* 1
*1
*1
*1

int siglength;
in t i dum. i , j • k ;
int order,delay;
int tau[121];

fILE tfopen( ).*fpin;

/» signal length
1* dummy counters, etc.
I'" lrns filter order

/* array of delays used in lms transversal filter

.1(.1

*1
*/

*1

struct headerld
struct headerlu

hdrin,*ptrin;
h d r err • *p t r err' ;

1* --------------------------------------------------------------*/
P t (- ; n = & h d r ; n ;
p t r err = &h d r e r r ;

/*+~~*************************** •• ****************.*** *****· *******1



/* READ IN SPEECH 1-0 DATA FILE
This file can be any length
It ;5 assumed that sigin[ )

it only must be DSP format
is a reverberant signal */

readld(ptrin.sigin,lI n a me of the reverberant file?\n ll
, " all");

inrms = ptrin->stdev;
siglength = ptrin->npts;

/+*************** •••• ~.******.*********+***/
/* Enter the lms filter parameters */

/+******* Enter LMS gain factor ***********/
fprintf(stderr, II alpha = ? \n");
scanf("%f".&alpha);
fpr~intf(stderr... alpha = %.2e \n ,alpha);

/******** Enter LMS filter order *********/
fprintfCstderr, ., filter order = 1\n");
scanf("%d",&order);
fprintf(stderr,1I order;: %d \n", order);

/******* Enter the bulk delay .***********/
fprintf(stderr," enter delay. then return \n ll

) ;

scanf("%d", &delay);

forCi=l;i<=order;i++)

/* set the delay array ./

/*

t au l t ] ;: delay+i;
f p r i n t f ( 5 t de r r , "d e I a y [ %d

Initialize the lms weights

w[i J = 0.0;
)

%d \n", i,tau[il);

to zero in this case) */

/* Use the lms filter in a pure predictor mode:

(1) The "desired" signal d I t l is 5;9in[ l :
( 2) The "da t a" 5; gna I x [ t ] i sal so s i gin [ i ) ; -+ /

1ms ( s i gin. s i gin. w, a 1pha, s i go u t , err, s i 9 1eng t 11, a r d e r , tau);

/* Now output the error file in DSP-l format */
/ * Tt) e err 0 r f i lee 0 r res pand 5 tot r,e pro c e ssed s i g n a I If: /

ptrerr->npts ;: siglength;
ptrerr->s; = ptrin->si;
writeld(ptrerr,err,"name of the processed signal file?\n ..... all ll

) ;

}
. ) I
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/ -te P1t l I illS * /

/* CONSTRAINED ADAPTIVE DEREVERBERATION FILTER (lMS)
This program simulates the constrained adaptive derverberation

tilter using the lms algorithm

Tile reference den) is the reverberant signal.
the same signal den) is delayed by DELTA samples to form the

input signal den).
*/

/**'* .. ********/

#;nclude <math.h>
#define GAM 0.987
#define MGAM 0.013

lms(x, w, alpha, e, npts, order, delay)

float

float

x [ l t

w [ 1;

/* the signal used as input data to the lms
transversal filter ... passed from calling prog.

1* the lms filter coefficients ... computed in the
subroutine and passed to the cal ling prog.

of./

*/

float alpha; /* the lms feedback gain parameter
from cal ling prog.

passed
*/

float e [ ]; /* the lms prediction error.,. returned to the
calling program */

int npts;
lilt order;
int delay;

1*
/*

the number of data samples in the d.x,dp, and e arrays ~/

the 0 r de r 0 f t tl e 1rns t ran s v e r sal f i 1 t e r * /

/****************/

float acf(256);
int minlag = 25;
int max lag = 120;
float peak = 0.;
int pitch = 0;

int i,j,k,l,idum,dum;
float sum;
float window;
int cc[5];

1* integer dummy variables
/* float dummy variable

*/
*/

I*******-te*******************-te********************-te*************

Beg;n Program:

for(i=0;i<256;i++)
acf[iJ = 0.0;

for(i=l;i<=orde rii++)
w l r l = 0.0;

*/

1* Form lms filter prediction */

for (;=1; i<npts; i++)



/*** Determine the pitCh period estimate ***/
for(j= minlag; j<= ma x l aq , j++) (

if«(i-j»=O)

acf[j] = GAM * acf[j]
+ MGAM * xli] • x[i-j];

if(j<40)
else

window
window

1.0;
1. - .0025 • (j-40);

if(peak < window * acf[jl) (
peak = window * acf[j);
pitch = j;

/*** Constrain the adaptive filter as discussed in CCSP-TR-18/85 ***/

sum::: 0.0;
dum = 0;

for(j=l ;j<=order;j++) (
for(k=1;k<5;k++){

cc[k] = (k*pitch) - delay;
if(cc[k] >= (j+l0) I I cc[k) <= (j-10»

dum = dum + 0;
else

dum = dum + 1·
}

idum = i-(j+delaY)i
if (idum >=0 && dum == 0)

sum = sum + w[j)*x[idum];

e l ; ] = x ( ;] - sum i

/* Update adaptive filter weights *1

/ * p r in t f (" %d \ nil, ; ) ; * /

tor (j=l; j<=order; j++)
{
if(i >= (delay + j)
w[j} = w[j) + ( alpha*e[iJ*x[i-(delay+j)1 );

/* printf(" %f • ,wrj]); */

)
1* printf(IO\n\n\n lO

) ; */

1* lms algor; t nrn complete
)

*/

/***********·******************~*************~4******** * * * * * * * 1

#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "/usr/local/dsp/dsp1.h"

#define BARRAY 24100



maine
(

float sigin[BARRAY];
t loa t w[4 1 1;
float alpha;
float rdum;
tloat err[BARRAY];

int siglengtt\;
illt order;
int delay;

FILE *fopen( ),*fpin;

It lms input signal signal
1* the adaptive filter weights
1* Ims feedback gain parameter
I· dummy register
/* the lms p r e d i c t t o n error

1* signal length
/* lms fi lter order

';'1
Ji./
*/
.;./
*1

*/
*1

struct hea~erld

struct headerld

/+

p t r vn = &hd,-in;
ptrerr = &hdrerr;

hdrin,*ptrin;
hdrerr,*ptrerr;

--------------------------------------*1

1* READ IN SPEECH 1-0 DATA FILE
This file can be any length
It is assumed that sigin[ J

it only must be DSP format
is a reverberant signal *1

readld(ptrin,sigin, "name of the spk-plus-interferer fi le?\n", "all");
siglength = ptrin->npts;

1* Enter the lms fi 1ter parameters .. /

fprintf(stderr, • alpha
scanf("%f",&alpha);
fprintf(stderr ... alpha

? \n");

%.2e \n alpha);

fprintf(stderr, filter order = ?\n");
scanf("%d",8.order);
fprintf(stderr," order = %d \n", order);

I.f. Initialize the lms weights ( to zero in this case)
and set the table of delay values

fprintt(stderr,' enter delay, then return \n");
s can f ( "%d", &de 1a y) ;
fprintf(stderr,"delay = \n",delay);

*1

lms(sigin, w, alpha, err, siglength, order, delay);

/* Now output the 1-0 error file.
The error file corresponds to the processed signal

*1
ptrerr->npts = siglength;
ptrerr->si = ptrin->si;
writeld(ptr'err,err, "name of the processed signal t i 'e?\n", "al''');
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1* ftf.c *1

1* ADAPTIVE DEREVERBERATION FILTER (FTF)
This program is the main program for using the ftf algorithm

in adaptive dereverberation.

The reference den) is the reverberant signal.
The same signal den) ;s delayed by DELTA samples to form the

input data array yen).
*1

1*************************************************·*************************1
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define NMAX 121

f t f Ln , N, lambda, d, v , dest, w, fp)

int n;
int Ni
float lambda;
f 1oa t d [ ] ;
f I oa t y I I ;
f' l o a t dest(];
f loat w l l :
FILE *fp;

double dhat;
double V(NMAX+l]
double AINMAX+1)
double B(NMAX+l]
double C[NMAX];
double Cl[NMAX+l];
double W[NMAX);
double Temp[NMAX+1];
double e. ep;
double r, rp;
double oldalpha, alpha;
double beta;
double gammal, gamma;
double eps, epsp;
double rescue;

i nt i, j, k;

/* number of points in input array, y(] *1
/* size of filter (# of taps) *1
1* "forgetting" factor, nonstationary data */
1* input, desired (joint process) signal *1
/* input data array */
1* filter estimate of d[] */
1* filter coefficients (weights) *1
/. pointer to diagnostic file *1

1 * I ate s t est i rnateo f d [] *1
/* vector of "past" values of yIn] *1
1* forward prediction filter *1
1* backward prediction fi Iter *1
1 * II pro x i mit yes t i rna t ion II f i 1 t e r , a r de r N * /
/ * II pro x i mit yes t i rna t ion II f i I t e r, 0 r d erN + 1 * /
1* transversal filter *1
/* working vector *1
1* forward est. error. f. prediction error */
1* backward est. error, b. pred. error *1
/* old forward residual power, frp */
1* backward residual power *1
/* "proximity estimation" errors *1
/* transversal filter est. error. pred. error */
1* should be ) 0 for stability */

1* general indexes */

1*** Initialize *4*1
for(i=D; i<N; i++)

V[i+l] = A[i+l] S[ i) C[ i J W[ i I o. ;

A[O] = BLN] = 1.0;
alpha = beta = dID] * d(D];
gamma = 1.;

1***** Perform FTF Recursion *****1
f 0 r ( i =0; ; <n; i ++) {

/*** Build V[J vector ***/
for(j=N; j>O; j--)

VLj] = Vlj-l];
VlO] = y[i];

mu 1 tma t (A. V, 1, N+ " 1, &ep);
e = ep * gamma;
oldalpha = lambda * alpha;



a 1pi,
gamflld 1

oldalpha + ep * e;
= gamma * oldalpha I alpha;

•

scalmult(A, N+1, 1, Temp, -ep/oldalpha);
addrna t ( C, N, 1, &Temp [ 1 ], &C 1l 1 1) ;
C 1 [0 J = Temp l 0] ;

5 cal mu 1 t ( C, N, " Temp, e);
addma t ( BaA [ , 1, N, " Tamp, &Al 1 1) ;
rp = -lambda * beta * C'(N];
,-esc u e = 1 + r p .. 9 a mma l * C, [N J ;

I" A[O] " untouched .. /

if ( rescue < O. ) ( /**** restart ****/
fprintf(stderr, II ftf r e s c ue at i=%d \nU,i);
for(j=O;j<N;j++)

A[j+l] = Slj] = Cljl = 0.;
alpha = beta = 1.;
gamma = 1.;

}
else

gamma = gamma1 / rescue;

r = rp .. gamma;
beta = lambda" beta + rp * r;

scalmult(B, N, " Temp, -C'IN]);
addmat ( c t , N, 1, Temp, C);
scalmult(C, N, " Temp, r);
addma t (B. N. 1, Temp, B); / .. B [N}

IOU 1 t ma t (W, Y, 1. N, " &dha t ) ;
destli] = -dhat;
epsp = dlij + dhat;
eps = epsp * gamma;
5 cal mu 1 t ( C, N, 1, Te rnp, e p s ) ;
addma t (W, N, 1. Temp, W);

" untouched JI./

/*** Print Diagnostic Info ***/
r f Lf p ) (

fprintt(fp,";=%3d ap=%.4f be=%.4f gm=%.4f gml=%.4f e=%.4t ep=%.4t r=%.4f rp=%.4f eps=%.4f epsp=%.4f res=%.4f\n",
i,alpha.beta,gamma,gammal,e,ep,r,rp,eps,epsp,rescue);

if( ! (;%10) II (i<10) ) (
f p r ; n t f (f P. "V'·);
for{j=O; j<N+'; j++) fprintf(fp, "%6f ,VI j I);
f p r t n t f I f p , U\nA ");
for(j=O; j<N+l; j++) fprintf(fp, "%6f ,AljJ);
fprintf(fp, U\nB "};
for(j=O; j<N+l; j++) fprintf(fp. "%6f ,Bljl);
fprintt (fp, U\nC ");
for(j=O; j<N: j++) f p r t n t f t t p , "%6f ,Cljj);
fprintf(fp, U\nCl ");
for(j=O; j<N+1; j++) fprintf(fp, "%6f ,Cl[jl);
f p r i n t f ( f p , ,. \ nW .. ) ;
for(j=O; j<N; j++) fprintf(fp, "%6f ,W[j]);
fprintf(fp, "\n");

/* ends recursion (i) */

fore i=O; i<N; i++)
w l t l = Wl i];

/* ends ftf */



I*' ftest.c *1
I***~+*~*********~**********'**********~*"'*·****'*"'***'***'**********~******~~'***+*I

I * This i s a rna i n program t 0 5 i mu 1ate the de rever b era t ion f i 1t e r (f t f ) . ... I
I*' It inputs desired (reference) file in dspld. The reference file is a *1
1* Reveberant signal. *1
1* filter coefficients, filter estimates, and filter error may be saved in *1
I-t. dspld files (optional). 1f./

I * The err 0 r f i I e c 0 ,- res po n d s tot he p ,-0 C e sse d s i 9 n a I ... 1
1* FTF diagnostics may be saved in ASCII tile "ftfile" (optional). +1
I+**+*+*-t.****************************** ... ** ... *******~-t.**************************~I
1+**+*******'******************'*************************,***,***-t.************1

#include <rnath.h>
#incllHJe ·'/usr/local/dsp/dspl.h"

maine)

struct n e acre r t o his, hid, hdro;
FILE *fopen(), *fp;

i nt i, j, n;
int npt,delay:
in t r e s p on s e :
tloat signal(24000]:
float desired[24000];
int startsig;
int startdes;
float estimate[24000];
float error[24000];
float time(24000];
int order;
float lambda;
float weights[MAXORDER);

1* dspld file headers *1
1* pointers for diagnostic file *1

1* general indexes *1
1* number of points to analyze *1
1* user input *1
1* input signal data *1
1* desired signal *1
1* first signal point to analyze *1
/* first desired point to use */
1* estimate of desired signal *1
/* desired - estimate */
1* time array for plotting *1
1* filter order *1
I-t. filter forgetting factor *1
/* filter coefficients *1

I**~ Read in the reference signal from dsp file *'**1
r e ad t u Lxn i s , desired, "DSP file to input to filter?\n", "data");
npt = his.npts;

1*** Input the bulk delay ***1
fprintf(stderr,"delay?\n");
scanf ("%d", &de lay);

/*** Form the input signal ***/
fore i=O; ;<delay; i++)

signal ri 1 :: 0.0;
for(i=delay;;<npt;i++)

signal[i] = de s i r eo I t r-de l ay l :

1*** Input the filter order ***/
fprintf(stderr, "Input filter order (1-42)?\n");
scanf("%d", &order);

1*** Input tile FTF forgetting factor ***1
f P r i n t f (s t de r r, ., I npu t lambda « =1 • ) ? \ n ' ) ;
scanf(ll%f", &lambda);

fprintf(stderr,"Do you want to save FTF diagnostic information? (O,1)\n
ll

) ;

scanf(ll%d", &response);
tp = NULL;
if(response == 1) (

fp = fopen("ftfile ll, "W");

if(fp <= 0) {
tprintf(stderr, "f t e s t . can't open ftfile. a bo r t vn v l :
e x i t Lr :



)
fprintf(stderr, IIWorking ... \n ll

) ;

1**** Call fast transversal filter routine ***1
ftf(npt, order, lambda, desired, signal, estimate, weights, fp);

for(i=O; i<npt; i++) (
time [ i] = i;
err 0 r [ i) = s i 9 n a 1 [ i] - est ; rna t e [ i ) ;

1*** Print Weights to Screen ***1
for(i=O; i<order; i++) (

fprintf(stderr,IIW[%2d) = %6f I, i, weights(i);
if(!«;+1)%4) II (i+l == order» f p r t n t f I s t de r r • "\n ll

) ;

fprintf(stderr, "00 you want to save fi I ter weights? (0,1 )\n");
scanf ( lI%d II. &response);
if(response == 1) (

hdro.npts = order;
hdro.si = 1000.;
writeld(8.hdro, weights, "Eri t e r output file name\n", "d");

}
f p r j n t f t s t d e r rv. v O.o you want to save filter estimate? (O.l)\n");
scanf("%d", &response);
if(response == 1) (

hdro.npts = npt;
hdro.si = 1000.;
writeld(&hdro, estimate. "Enter output file n ame vn :' • "d");

)
fprintf(stderr. IIDo you want to save filter error? (O.l)\n");
scanf("%d", &response);
if (response == 1) {

hdro.npts = npt;
hdro.si = 1000.;
writeld(&hdro, error, "Enter output file n ame vn :: , "d");

1* ends ftest.c *1


